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Core International Instruments:

Article 1 A(2):1951 Convention Relating to Status of 
Refugees (amended by 1967 Protocol Relating to Status 
of Refugees):

.....owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for 
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a 
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the 
country of his nationality and is unable or . . . unwilling to 
avail himself of the protection of that country. . .

note: Bangladesh: (not a party to either)
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Key Elements in: Definition ‘refugee’ 1951 
Refugee Convention

• owing to well-founded fear of being 
persecuted 

• Reasons of: race, religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion, 

• outside the country of nationality & unable/ 
unwilling to avail protection of that country . .
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Refugee Convention & Gender-
Sensitivity

• 1951 Refugee Convention (many instruments of the time: 
not gender-sensitive).  

• Protected Categories include: race, religion, nationality, 
membership of particular social group or political opinion

• Gender not in the list of protected categories BUT
• gender-related claims increasingly presented:
- Secretary of State for the Home Department v. K (FC); 

Fornah (FC) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department 
[2006] UKHL 46: Female GM

- Jabari v. Turkey: Adultery
- Islam & Shah (1999): Domestic violence et al
- Growing case based on Sexual Orientation & GI.
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Issues:

1.  Do gender-related claims involving fear of persecution 
per se a distinct ground for asylum?

2.  If not recognised as a distinct ground for refugee 
status, how best to accommodate gender-specific claims?

3.  Specific gender-related issues

4. Conclusions
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Issues
1.  Gender-related claims fear of persecution per se a distinct 
ground?

• gender a factor in many occurrences of persecution, itself is not enough 
to claim refugee status.

• States uneasy with concept: 
• Specific-offences: rape/marital rape; domestic violence; Female GM; 

abortions; sterilizations; honour crimes; infanticide; spousal abuse; 
gender-specific discrimination (private and public sphere)

• LGBT: persecution/forms of discrimination (even greater)
• (cultural practices; involvement of non-state actors/family etc.)
HENCE:
• Claims within one of the categories (i.e. race, religion and nationality, 

membership of a particular social group or political opinion)
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Gender-Specific Claims

2. Accommodating gender-specific claims 
within the Refugee Convention

• Islam v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, R v Immigration Appeal 
Tribunal and Secretary of State for Home Department ex parte Shah [1999] 

• HL: recognised women in particular societies 
as ‘particular social group’ (PSG) within 
Convention definition
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Islam and Shah (1999): Facts and 
decision

• 2 Applicants (on appeal) were successful in 
establishing:

• violence in country of origin (Pakistan); abandoned by 
husbands, false accusation (adultery). 

• forced to flee to UK; lacked male protection;  feared 
persecution by local community (sexual misconduct if 
returned to Pakistan)

• State sanctioned/tolerated persecution likely
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Islam and Shah (1999): HL: Test

• Particular Social Group: ‘PSG’: 
• ‘share a common characteristic, other than 

their risk of being persecuted’ 

• ‘characteristics often innate, unchangeable or 
otherwise fundamental to identity, conscience 
or the exercise of one’s human rights’
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3. Specific gender-related issues
Conceptualising Gender:
• Not purely biological construct or synonymous to male/females roles 
• But challenging values/roles patriarchal societies inc. homosexuals, 

transsexuals and transgendered (substantial LGBT claims)
• Women frequently (but not always) victims

What constitutes ‘persecution’?
• E.g. forced marriages; domestic violence; mandatory sterilization; honour crimes
• Refusal to conform to gender-specific role
• persecuted because challenge or transgress roles & responsibilities 
• Challenging the traditional masculine defined gender-boundaries (recognised 

attributes: Men/Women) (transgendered communities)
• Punishments/sanctions are disproportionate for non-compliance 

(disproportionately severe punishment for refusal to wear burqa etc.).
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3. Specific gender-related issues:
(Fear of) Persecution must be causally linked to membership 
(e.g. PSG)

BUT EVIDENTIARY COMPLICATIONS:
- persecution generated by non-State actors/Private individuals/family members
- Women asylum-claimants (often dependant on male claimant and due e.g. 

financial/social constraints) disadvantaged in highlighting specific concerns
- Women & LGBT: less articulate & victimised & (sexually) harassed
- LGBT: evidence limited (activities hidden); some only ‘come out’ after leaving 

country
- Stereotypes (lesbian-Manly); ignoring complex sexual identities (bi-sexual; Gay 

Nigerian father: Leke v. Canada (2007)
- Reliance difficult: protection state-agents; police.

Note: complications Jurisdictions: e.g. extra-marital/LGBT activities criminalised
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4. Conclusions:
• Growth in numbers in gender-specific asylum claims
• Increasing number of guide-line (e.g. UNHCR) & domestic courts
• Relationship & Commitment to human rights & values
• Universal (Ratification and incorporation) humanitarian standards 

for refugees- 1951 & 1967 instruments
• Longer-term improvement and sensitivity of gender-specific 

standards: 
- rectification in standards e.g. UNGA violence declaration (1993); 

marital rape?; sexual violence & abuse (domestic levels)? 
- Reproductive and sexual rights (initial consideration-Fourth World 

Conference for Women from September 1995 
- OIC (reproductive & sexual rights in ‘marriage’)
- Rights of sexual minorities (OIC’s non-recognition of any UDHR etc. 

rights): HRC Resolution 17/19 (2011)
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Thank you

• Questions ?
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